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Glacier protection projects blocked by mining sector

Chilean environmentalists fight to 
protect glaciers from mining dust

SANTIAGO: Chile is home to four-fifths of South
America’s glaciers and has some of the largest ice fields
in the world outside the polar regions, but they are
coming under threat from mining industry dust.
Climatologist Fabrice Lambert from Chile’s Catholic
University believes that the country’s 24,114 glaciers
are in danger from mining activity, although the direct
cause and effect are hard to establish. “The dust gener-
ated by mining can settle on the glaciers, covering the
white surface so the particles absorb solar energy that
results in rapid glacial melt-
ing,” Lambert said.

It’s a problem because
“some glaciers in Chile are
close to mines,” he says.
Sara Larrain, director at the
Sustainable Chile environ-
mental NGO, says the
country needs legislation
like its neighbor Argentina
to protect its glaciers, but
says such proposals keep
getting stonewalled by the
powerful mining sector.
“Since 2005, there have been six or seven glacial pro-
tection projects presented to senators or deputies but
every time they’ve been blocked by the mining sector,”
she said. Joaquin Villarino, president of Chile’s Mining
Council, says such laws aren’t necessary.

“More than 70 percent of mining activity takes
place in areas where there are no glaciers,” he said. In
any case, under current legislation “there is certain
protection that prevents mining companies from dam-
aging existing glaciers.” For Lambert, there’s a happy

medium to be struck somewhere. “They’re not going to
close the mines within the next five years, but we need
to find a way to protect the glaciers without destroying
the mining industry, which is essential to the country’s
economy.” Chile’s economy depends on mining. It’s the
world’s biggest producer of copper with around 5.6
million tons, a third of global production.

No glacial protection   
Environmental law specialist Pilar Moraga says that

Chile urgently needs a legal
framework to specifically
protect the glaciers. In 2014
a bill was introduced in
Congress to ban certain
dangerous industrial activi-
ties near the glaciers. But
the bill underwent several
damaging modifications
before it was finally ditched
altogether by the govern-
ment of right-wing
President Sebastian Pinera
in June. The government

says that existing rules aimed at protecting biodiversity
and the country’s national parks and reserves are ample
enough.

But specialists complain that not all of Chile’s gla-
ciers are located in protected parks. “In Chile, 86.4
percent of glaciers are in protected zones, but in the
center and the north of the country, where water
scarcity worsens every day, there’s no protection for
glaciers,” said Lambert. He added that “climatic projec-
tions” in those regions “predict a 30 percent decrease

in rainfall over the next 50 years.”
As glaciers are formed out of the compacting of

accumulated snow, such a major reduction in rainfall
would have a massive impact on the regeneration of
glaciers that are reduced by meltwater during the sum-

mer. Mining industry representatives deny they’ve put
pressure on authorities and have praised the decision to
block any further regulation. “The government has made
a responsible decision that carries a political cost. It’s a
well thought-out decision,” Villarino said. —AFP 

Glaciers in 
Chile are close

to mines

SANTIAGO: Photo released by Fabrice Lambert of scientists working at the Cerro Bologna glacier in the metro-
politan region of Santiago, Chile. —AFP 

Branching out greener 
charcoal takes root
in E Kenya
MWINGI, Kenya: When local authorities in eastern Kenya slapped a
ban on trading charcoal earlier this year in an effort to save the
region’s dwindling forests, charcoal producers worried their income
would disappear. “It was a chilling announcement,” said Peninah
Kilungya, 42, a mother of five with the bright red traditional fabric of
the Maasai people tied around her waist. “We always turn to charcoal
production so that we can feed our children,” she said.

Rain often fails in this semi-arid area, which makes farming risky.
For some people, turning trees into charcoal is an option of last resort
to make ends meet. But Kilungya and others may now have found a
way to hold on to their charcoal-making income while also protecting
trees, building a more sustainable future for themselves. They have
turned to producing wood briquettes from tree branches, reducing the
felling of trees while also making a product they hope could interest
supermarkets and help lift hundreds of families out of poverty.

Producers of traditional charcoal can make about 1,800 shillings a
week. A 90-kilogram bag of traditional charcoal chunks sells for just
450 shillings - and takes one or two trees to produce. The new bri-
quettes, however, use far less wood - and produce more income. On a
recent day, in the tiny village of Mitamisyi in Kitui County, Kilungya
and other charcoal producers gathered under an acacia tree. They
crushed pebbles of charcoal made from tree branches into fine dust
with a locally-crafted briquette-making machine, then mixed the pow-
der with fine red soil and water.

The sky-blue machine then spat out elongated and chunky charcoal
briquettes that look a bit like burned sausages. More than 150 charcoal
producers have adopted the technique in Kitui County alone. The bri-
quette-making initiative is also ongoing in neighboring Tharaka Nithi
and Embu counties. Joseph Mwikya, the chairman of Mitamisyi’s char-
coal producers association, said the charcoal used in the briquettes is
made from sustainable wood - tree branches that grow back.

Branches can also be crushed easily, unlike tree trunks, and the bri-

quettes made with the wood sell for more - a minimum of 100 shillings
per kilogram, he said. The regular shape of the product also allows
them to be packaged in a way producers hope could appeal to big-
city supermarkets. “All we need is a way of producing them in larger
quantities so that we can start marketing them,” said Jane Vengi, the
chairwoman of the Kitui-based Mwaka Charcoal Producers
Association, one of the country’s top charcoal producers.

Scaling up production would require cutting of more branches -
but that would still be preferable to more trees being felled, promoters
of the project said. For now, the briquettes are being sold to local peo-
ple, said Vengi. “These briquettes are now our new source (for) cook-
ing energy and, hopefully, it is likely going to be our new source of
income in the near future,” she said. —Reuters 

‘Major 
transformation’ 
ahead for Earth’s 
ecosystems
TAMPA: The Earth’s forests, deserts, land-
scapes and vital ecosystems risk a “major
transformation” in the next century due to cli-
mate change, international scientists warned
on Thursday. Some of these changes are
already under way in the southwestern
United States, where massive wildfires are
destroying pine forests and transforming
swaths of territory into shrubland. In the next
100-150 years, these changes will likely
extend to savannas, deserts, and woodlands,
upsetting ecosystems and imperiling plant
and animal life, particularly in areas like
Europe and the United States, researchers
warned in the journal Science.

“If we allow climate change to go
unchecked, the vegetation of this planet is
going to look completely different than it
does today, and that means a huge risk to the
diversity of the planet,” said co-author
Jonathan Overpeck, dean of the School for
Environment and Sustainability at the
University of Michigan. The report is based
on fossil and temperature records from a
period that began 21,000 years ago, when the
last Ice Age ended and the planet warmed
seven to 13 degrees Fahrenheit.

But experts say their predictions are con-
servative, since this historical warming,

caused by natural variability, took place over
a much longer period-from the Last Glacial
Maximum 21,000 years ago until the early
Holocene, about 10,000 years ago. But
human-caused climate change is different.
The burning of fossil fuels like oil and coal
emits heat-trapping gases around the planet.
The Earth is currently heating up at much
quicker pace.

“We’re talking about the same amount of
change in 10-to-20 thousand years that’s
going to be crammed into a century or two,”
said Stephen Jackson, director of the US
Geological Survey’s Southwest Climate
Adaptation Center.  “Ecosystems are going to
be scrambling to catch up.”

Researchers described their work as the
most comprehensive study to date, based on
pollen and plant-fossil records from 594 sites
worldwide, dating back to between 21,000
and 14,000 years ago. Every continent
except Antarctica was included. The most
significant changes were seen in the mid-to-
high latitudes of North America, Europe and
southern South America.

These were regions that had been most
covered in glaciers, and which warmed up
the most as the climate shifted. Researchers
calculated that if little is done to contain
current emissions, “the probability of large-
scale vegetation change is greater than 60
percent.” —AFP 

KENYA: Members of the Mitamisyi Charcoal Producers Association sieve
charcoal pebbles as part of their briquette-making process in the vil-
lage of Mitamisyi, Kenya. —Reuters 

Australia
unveils 
starfish-killing 
robot 
SYDNEY: A robot submarine able to
hunt and kill the predatory crown-of-
thorns starfish devastating the Great
Barrier Reef was unveiled by
Australian researchers on Friday.
Scientists at Queensland University of
Technology (QUT) said the robot,
named the RangerBot and developed
with a grant from Google, would serve
as a “robo reef protector” for the vast
World Heritage site off Australia’s
northeastern coast.

The RangerBot has an eight-hour
battery life and computer vision
capabilities allowing it to monitor and
map reef areas at scales not previous-
ly possible. “RangerBot is the world’s
first underwater robotic system
designed specifically for coral reef
environments, using only robot-vision

for real-time navigation, obstacle
avoidance and complex science mis-
sions,” said Matthew Dunbabin, the
QUT professor who unveiled the sub-
marine.

“This multi-function ocean drone
can monitor a wide range of issues
facing coral reefs including coral
bleaching, water quality, pest species,
pollution and siltation.” Software will
also enable the bot to detect crown-
of-thorns starfish, which eat coral, and
“instigate an injection which is fatal”
to the predators, he said, adding that
the injection is harmless for other reef
creatures.

The starfish have proliferated in
recent times due to pollution and
agricultural runoff. The Great Barrier
Reef, about the size of Japan or Italy,
is reeling from two straight years of
bleaching as sea temperatures rise
because of climate change. Experts
have warned that the 2,300-kilometre
long area could have suffered
irreparable damage due to the com-
bined effects of bleaching, damage
from agricultural runoff and the
impact of the crown-of-thorns
starfish. —AFP 

QUEENSLAND: This undated handout photo shows the new RangerBot in action
on the Great Barrier Reef in northern Queensland. — AFP

Dead dolphins, 
diseased seals 
wash up on US
shores
TAMPA: Over the past two months,
dozens of dead dolphins have washed
ashore in Florida and hundreds of dis-
eased seals have died in the northeast-
ern United States, officials said Friday.
The unusual wave of deaths has prompt-
ed officials to declare two separate, spe-
cial investigations to find out why, and
how to stop it. From July 1 to August 30,

a total of 48 dolphins have been found
dead in southwest Florida, as a harmful
algae bloom known as red tide killed
hundreds of tons of fish from Naples to
Tampa, said the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. 

Only one dolphin has been stranded
alive since early July. It is currently being
treated in rehabilitation. Typical dolphin
strandings in the region usually number
three to four per month. All 10 of the
bottlenose dolphin autopsies-known as
necropsies-done so far have tested pos-
itive for the red tide organism, Karenia
brevis, a potent neurotoxin. This indi-
cates their deaths are “likely related to
red tide bloom in southwest Florida,”
said Teri Rowles, marine mammal health
and stranding program coordinator at
the NOAA Fisheries Office of Protected
Resources. —AFP 

CALIFORNIA: In this file photo flames estimated by firefighters to be 60-80 meters in height,
engulf a ridge as the River fire again threatens the town of Lakeport, California. — AFP


